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Presentation Notes
We’re sorry that Jim couldn’t make the conference.  I’d like to acknowledge my co-authors Brian Masloff and John Fodor of Cellular Concrete Solutions.  Thanks to the Selection Committee for inviting me to speak.



Acid Rock Drainage  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ARD is a world wide problem at active and abandoned mines that has been around for centuries.  It’s what brought us all here.



Overview of Best Practice Methods 

Sources 

Pathways Receptors 
Groundwater Perspective 

Measure 
Performance 

Vertical Pathway 

Intervention 

REF: GARD Guide 2010 
www.gardguide.com 
(Read Chapter 6.0) 

Early avoidance of ARD 
problems is a best practice 
technique that is integrated 
into mine planning, design 
and waste mgt strategies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GARD Guide recommends early avoidance of ARD at a lot of different points in the mining cycle, but when you read the fine print, all that’s offered are concepts and ideas, not actual how can you really do this.  Really read Chapter 6

http://www.gardguide.com/�


Acid Rock Drainage Tetrahedron 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start with, we need to understand that ARD formation is analogous to the combustion triangle we all learned in elementary school.  Cut off the air, fuel or heat supplies and you won’t have a fire.  (CLICK)ARD formation is similar, you need pyrite (of course), air, water and not fully appreciated, bacteria:  acidiothiobacillus ferro-oxidans .  Cut off one or more corners of the ARD tetrahedron, and ARD kinetics is greatly suppressed.  



THE REAL PROBLEM: A Medical Analogue 

ARD is a global bacterial infection.   
 
There are plenty of geo-antibiotics available but the current 
situation is akin to the patient taking a shower  with Tums 
dissolved in orange juice - not very effective or practical. 

What’s needed is a mining-analogue to an I-V drip of 
tetracycline and/or oral antibiotics.   
 
And then there’s the question:  Do we need to Vaccinate 
or Medicate? 

What is currently available in the ARD prevention 
“pHarmacy”?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to offer a medical analogue.  Think of ARD as a global bacterial infection.  Some folks might consider it an epidemic.There are plenty of geo-medicines in the pharmarcy, but what we have now is NOT working as well as it could.  We need the mininganalogue to iv-drip and oral antibiotics.If we are trying to stop ARD that’s already underway, you could say we’re medicating the patient.  If we catch it early enough, would it be considered vaccinating?(CLICK)Before we go further, what’s in the ARD prevention pHarmarcy?



Known bactericides 
 Sodium lauryl sulfate  (EPA-endorsed) 
 Alkyl-benzene sulfonate (laundry soap) 
  Waste milk  (heterotrophic bacteria out-

complete acido-thiobacillus) 
 Sodium Thiocyanate (NaSCN) 
 Bi-Polar Lipids 

Note:  We need to consider the physics of delivering and 
distributing a weak bactericide solution into a porous, 
unsaturated medium (it’s been done, but it wasn’t easy) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some common bactericides SLS has been around for a while.   This concept was first introduced at this conference by Bob Kleinmann about 30 years Ago!!!!   How many of you operators use bactericides ?– raise your hands.   Waste milk is a new entrant on the scene. Here, the milk proteins and sugars create a biofilm that out-compete thiobacillus.  But how do we deliver all these to millions of tons of mine waste?



Cheap alkalinity (acidity) 

Limestone (quarried) – crusher 
fines? 

Dolomite 
Lime kiln dust or cement kiln dust 
Steel slag 
Sodium bicarbonate 

 Note:  We need to consider the physics of delivering and 
distributing a solid into a porous unsaturated medium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’re all probably familiar with acid base accounting – here’s a general shopping list of cheap alkalinity but the same problem lingers – how can we deliver & mix these solids with in some cases, millions of tons of acidic mine wastes?



Cheap organics (oxygen) 

Sawdust (the finer, the better) 
Paper (newsprint, office waste 

[shredded]) 
De-inking residue 
Biosolids (see GARD Guide, Ch. 6) 
MicroCgTM, LactoilTM, others? 

 Note:  We need to consider the physics of delivering and 
distributing a solid into a porous, unsaturated medium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now these materials are plentiful sources to cut off the oxygen supply to pyritic wastes with biological reactions.



Passivation coatings (oxygen) 

 Keeco Mix (micro-silica) 
 Potassium permanganate (Glen Miller, 

UNR) 
 Potassium humate (commercial agricultural 

amendment) 
 Others? 

 
Note:  We need to consider the physics of delivering and 
distributing a coating into an unsaturated porous medium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you’re starting to see a trend here.  We have a lot of ways to disrupt the ARD tetrahedron & they all look great until we start trying to figure out how to deliver them.  The GARD guide isn’t much help.



Other coatings (sequestration) 

 Red Mud (Bauxsol or nano-scale ferric oxy-
hydroxide) 

 Enviroiron (Bob Hedin’s ferric oxy-hydroxide)  
 American Peat products 
 Others? 

 
Note:  We need to consider the physics of delivering and 
distributing a adsorptive material into an unsaturated porous 
medium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you’re starting to see a trend here.  We have a lot of ways to disrupt the ARD tetrahedron & they all look great until we start trying to figure out how to deliver them.  The GARD guide isn’t much help.



One Particular  Problem 

Deliver bactericides without 
complete flooding of waste rock 
mass 
Focus the delivery of alkalinity in 

the “hot zones” 
Deliver organics in hot zones 

and without complete flooding 

Treating existing waste rock dumps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at one particular problem that has a lot of attention: mine waste dumps.  Wouldn’t it be great if we could… 



Has it been done before? 
 Fisher Coal Mine, PA – 1995 Vapco Engineering 

 Geophysics targets  3 ARD–generating zones 
 Multiple injection boreholes on a tight spacing 
 Injection of 20% NaOH solution simultaneously into 12 shallow (3 m 

deep) boreholes with packers 
 Injection of 2% sodium lauryl sulfate bactericide 
 Seepage continues to be net alkaline 16 years later, bond release is 

reportedly imminent 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In situ prevention of ARD is not new. Here’s one site where it has worked and it appears to be still working.  Geophysics helped to identify rough targets but the design was reportedly “seat of the pants” .  But it worked; why that’s so is discussed in the paper but it has a lot to do with a complete sterilization – the  thiobaccillus never got a chance to re-infect the original treated rock.



Has it been done before? 

 Sequatchie Coal Mine, TN – 2008 
Western Research Institute 
 Geophysics used to target ARD 
 Two doses - drip application of 

waste milk and biosolids (as 
inoculant) 

 Seepage reportedly net alkaline 
after four years. 

 Patent issued January, 2012 
 Check out ITRC website 

THERE HAS TO BE A BETTER WAY 

http://www.itrcweb.org/miningwaste-guidance/cs31_sequatchie.htm 
 

Ref: Jin et al., 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another site where it has worked and it appears to be still working.  Again geophysics played a big part in the design which was again ad hoc.  The milk recreated a biofilm that out-competed the acidophiles.    (Hit point of bullets) But the problem at both sites was the huge amounts of water and reagents required to achieve results.  There has to be a better way to do this.

http://www.itrcweb.org/miningwaste-guidance/cs31_sequatchie.htm�
http://www.itrcweb.org/miningwaste-guidance/cs31_sequatchie.htm�
http://www.itrcweb.org/miningwaste-guidance/cs31_sequatchie.htm�


Perhaps a better way: 

 Use waste milk (biocide) in the liquid phase 
 Use sodium lauryl sulfate (bactericide) as 

part of the surfactant mix 
 Add powdered limestone or sodium 

hydroxide for alkalinity 
 Add paper, sawdust, or biosolids as the 

organic 

 Use engineered FOAM as a delivery medium 
for bactericide “cocktail” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe there is:  what if you used foam to deliver your bactericide cocktail?  What would it look like? (Recap bullets)Waste Milk – when I first thought about including milk in the mixture, I asked my co-author Brian Masloff if he could use milk to make a foam and he said:  “heck, any five-year old knows the answer to that question; all you need is a straw.”SLS – Some of the original formulations had 2% in solution true foams use a fraction of thatLimestone  crusher fines – say sand size or finerCaustic – 2% of liquid fraction planned at a site in western PABiosolids  might be put to beneficial use as an organic amendment



Perhaps a better way: 
 Use engineered FOAM as a delivery medium 

for bactericide “cocktail” 

This process is very similar to 
pressurized grouting, only the grout 
mass is mostly gaseous, engineered to 
be temporary, and designed to deposit 
a coating of active ingredients 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is basically a grouting process with a big difference:  the grout is lightweight, has little water, is temporary and is designed to deposit a coating of active ingredients on the target materials.



Foam Characteristics 
(Think shaving cream – a LOT of it) 

Two-phase “colloid”, the 
gas phase is separated by 
a liquid phase 

Foam can contain a third 
phase – suspended solids 

“Dry” foam (e.g., shaving cream) 
“Wet” foam (e.g., hand soap) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two general types of foam – “wet” foam which is similar to the foamy hand soap we can buy at the grocery store and “dry” foam that comes in a can.  Squirt some of these into a paper cup and you’ll see a difference in their weights, which are mostly associated with the water content.  When the wet foam bubbles break, you’ll see some liquid in the bottom of the cup – not so with the shaving cream.So how can we start to test our concept in the lab?



Adding pHoamTM containing powdered 
limestone to gravel in the lab 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we made up a wettish foam and mixed in some powdered agricultural limestone.  You can try this yourself with foaming hand soap - use a 50-50 foam to limestone mix by volume.We poured the foam/limestone phoam on to the clean gravel and let it sit for about an hour with no stirring.  When the bubbles collapsed, the gravel appeared to be evenly coated with the limestone fines.



Recent Experiments in the Laboratory 

Limestone-Coated Gravel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a close up before and after application of the limestone powder pHoam – that’s a safety pin for scale.



Recent Experiments in the Laboratory 

Garden hose tremmie pipe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we filled a 3 meter long clear plastic column with gravel and inserted a garden hose tremmie pipe into the bottom.  We inclined the column on a sawhorse and injected foam through the hose for about 30 seconds.  The phoam totally coated the gravel and even after pumping ceased, the foam continued to expand into the voids in the gravel.   The bubbles decayed after about two hours.



What’s the difference between foam and 
pHoamTM ??? 

pHoamTM is a mixture of traditional foam 
plus one or more “active ingredients” that 
induce a desirable biological, 
geochemical, or process-related reaction  

or  
Foam + active ingredients that suppress an 

undesirable reaction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what’s the difference between traditional foam you might have used this morning in your bathroom versus an engineered pHoam?  The engineered pHoam contains a suite of active ingredients that induce a desirable reaction or suppress an undesirable reaction. 



Some Potential Application Concepts 

 
 

Vaccination  (Prevention) Medication (Mitigation) 

Waste rock dumps at active mines 
(“sterilize” ARD rock by the truckload before 
it is placed in the dump) 

Small-scale “dog hole” abandoned 
underground mines that produce 
ARD 

Active coarse coal refuse piles (sterilize 
refuse by adding a “wet” pHoamTM in the 
feed hopper of a conveyor belt) 

Waste rock dumps or coarse coal 
refuse facilities at abandoned 
mines (even if they are capped) 

Active tailings storage facilities (sterilize  
the cycloned coarse tails in the embankment 
– the material most likely to form ARD before 
capping and revegetation) 

Abandoned underground mine 
stopes (use geophysics for targeting 
and inject pHoamTM through bore 
holes) – use mine fire/foam 
equipment? 

Active underground mine stope backfill 
materials 

Backfilled pits (coal or metal) that 
are poorly capped 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There isn’t enough time to address all the potential application concepts that might be available.  But consider the two general options:  vaccination in active operations and medication in abandoned mine situations.  I will say this, based on current logic, vaccination appears to be much heaper than medication from a simple ease of delivery perspective and you don’t have the cost of dealing with all the excess stored acidity.



Application Concept: Mine Dumps 

Waste Rock Dump = Big Humidity Cell 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you a flavor for how this might be done in the field, let’s fast-forward through application scenario, beginning with mine dumps or coal refuse piles.  Here’s the standard situation – the dump is a mega-humidity cell with ARD seepage at the toe.  The dump could even be on fire.



Application Concept: Mine Dumps 

Waste Rock Dump 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming we can target the ARD generating zones with geophysics, we would inject an engineered “dry” pHoam whose moisture content is less than the field capacity of the mine rock so that when the bubbles fade, all the active ingredients coat the waste rock faces.



pHoam injection kinetics - theory 

The “Balloon” Effect… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming we can target the ARD generating zones with geophysics, we would inject an engineered “dry” pHoam whose moisture content is less than the field capacity of the mine rock so that when the bubbles fade, all the active ingredients coat the waste rock faces. (Click)  However, if we follow up the first bulb with pure compressed air or a lighter pHoam, we should be able to push the foam further into the rock mass.  Well, at least in theory…



Application Concept: Mine Dumps 

Injection 
Borehole 

After G.W. Wilson, 2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another problem with mine dumps:  size segregation.  To work around this, (CLICK) we may need to inject pHoam in a controlled manner using specialized grouting technology (CLICK).  In this way we can selectively target highly permeable zones in the dump.  



The “Heat-Seeking Missile” Effect in ARD 
Suppression 

 Pyrite oxidation is exothermic 
 If a pHoamTM encounters a “hot zone” with elevated 

pyrite, the bubbles should collapse and 
preferentially deposit the “active ingredients” 

 This feature could potentially give pHoamTM a 
“heat-seeking missile” capability that could 
automatically deliver more ARD-suppressing active 
ingredients to a mine waste site in the zones where 
it is needed the most.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But one characteristic of ARD formation is that it’s exothermic.  Some dumps are so hot they’re on fire.  If foam is injected randomly into a dump, it should behave like a heat seeking missile because the bubbles should preferentially collapse in the hotter zones where it’s needed the most.



Implementation Concepts 

pHoam injection system layout is simple 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The equipment to do this is pretty simple, much of it is off-the-shelf including pumps, tanks, a compressor and various foaming equipment that has no moving parts.  Some of the fire fighting equipment on mine sites could be retrofitted for implementing this technology.



Development Steps 
 Initial patent filing (16 August 2011) 
 Initial demo – injecting into a gravel-filled pipe (done) 
 Lab Testing (4Q 2011 to 4Q 2012) 

 Entity provides pyrite samples (done) 
 CCS treats samples with foam & amendments (done) 
Golder/CCS conducts humidity cell tests                        

in-house (ongoing) 
Golder conducts mini-leach tests on acidic metal mine 

waste rock site [24 pHoam recipes] (ongoing) 
 Demonstration Site (planned in Pennsylvania in Aug-12) 
 Monitor demo site 2012  and beyond 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where are we in the process? Recap the bullets, quickly.



Humidity Cell Test Results - pH 

Source rock: net alkaline pyritic marine shale 
from Ireland w/swelling/heaving characteristics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can share a little bit of preliminary data with you – these humidity cell tests have been running since late March (five months) and the data is looking good so far.The site is in Ireland, where a net alkaline marine shale is causing floor heave in over 10,000 houses.  It’s a big problem & we might have a cost effective remedy.  We just have to stop the pyrite oxidation (followed by gypsum dissolution).  We hope to deliver two ingredients using a foam carrier. (Expound if you have time).



Humidity Cell Test Results - Sulfate 

Bactericide concentration ~0.06% by volume 
(33x more dilute than 2% solution) 
Organic ~0.7% by volume  
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Presentation Notes
The sulfate in our control finally leveled off at about 1300 mg/L while the pHoam treated samples exhibit sulfate levels of one third to one sixth of the control.  But the key here is how little bactericide and organic were needed to accomplish this.
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Humidity Cell Test Results - Manganese 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those of you familiar with manganese mobilization in net neutral, anaerobic environments, this graph might speak volumes.  We are hardly mobilizing any Mn in the control and Cell 2.  But Cell 3, which had the organic amendment, appears to be consistently mobilizing Mn.  We are inclined to interpret this as the development of a low redox biofilm on the rock particles that is supported by the organic.  We’ll watch this for evidence of organic consumption but we might also be considering sending some samples for microbiological assessment.



What about CO$T$???? 

 Need to do comparison with perpetual ARD treatment 
(either active or passive technologies) or other remedies 

 We have a cost model but it has not been validated/ 
calibrated, so we need demonstration sites 

 In an upcoming field test, we anticipate the cost of a liquid-
based pHoamTM  (no solid phase) to be about $2.00 per 
cubic yard.  Assuming a 30% void ratio, this would treat 6 
cubic yards of mine waste (or $0.33/cy of waste).  This 
doesn’t include potential savings from the “balloon” effect. 

 Longevity of the treatment is a big issue.  The non-pHoamTM 
treatment at the Fisher Coal Mine in 1995 with NaOH and 
bactericide is still effective after 17 years.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“OK, what’s the bottom line?” you say.  First of all, the costs of implementing this technology need to compared to perpetual ARD treatment, which is guaranteed to be pricey.We have a cost model, but it’s yet to be validated. However, we took a stab at a hypothetical metal mine waste dump in the western USA and if only 25% of the total volume is net acid generating, the total cost would be half the NPV of perpetual treatment not including potential savings from the balloon effect. (CLICK)There aren’t many precedents for this technology the only one of note suggests that biological control of ARD lasts at least 16 years.



Ideal pHoamTM Demonstration Site 

 Has re$earch funding available 
 Contains mine waste that is fully characterized, mapped, 

and is acid-generating 
 Is relatively small in scale (1 to 2 acres) (<1Ha) 
 Is relatively accessible  by conventional construction 

equipment 
 Is amenable to “dissection” after pHoam application 
 Has documented ARD impact 
 Is on publicly-owned  land (USFS, USBLM, USEPA 

Superfund) 
  Is not a part of or contingent upon ongoing litigation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Golder and Cellular are seeking demonstration sites with these characteristics which are listed in the pre-print.  Of course, having some research funding is at the top of the list.  Golder and Cellular are doing in-house research at the moment but we need to take a demonstration to the next level.  (Discuss but don’t name Stanislaw – we’re probably still waiting for EPA clearance when you give the paper.



What makes pHoamTM  have potential? 

 Uses very little water 
 Flexible design (wet/dry/stiff/flow-able) 
 Flexible longevity (hours to days) 
 Flexible active ingredients for suppressing ARD – 

whatever is inexpensive locally 
 Easy to manufacture with traditional equipment 
 Heat-seeking missile and “balloon” effects 
 Pumpable or flow-able 
 Biodegradable surfactants can double as bactericides 
 Permeates unsaturated zones of mine waste to deliver 

anti-ARD “cocktail” that could last for decades, maybe 
longer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s important to you? (Probably cost)Recap points, quickly.Again, this is an emerging technology but we think it has lots of potential to make some of your long term liabilities go away.



jgusek@golder.com  

or 

ddunham@cellularconcretesolutions.com 

Thank You 

Nihil simul 
inventum est 
et perfectum 

Latin Proverb 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for your attention – I’ll close with this quote from a book on how inventions begin. (CLICK)



Nothing is 
invented and 

perfected at the 
same time 

jgusek@golder.com  

or 

ddunham@cellularconcretesolutions.com 

Thank You 

Latin Proverb 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions?
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